COMMERCIALISE YOUR APP
WITH ROVER AND PTI
FOR SPORTS CLUBS & ENTERTAINMENT VENUES

DELIVERING NEW
MEDIA REVENUE
Club and venue advertising assets are increasingly having to compete with traditional 24/7
always on media and with normal revenue streams from F&B, tickets and hospitality potentially
turned off until 2021 it’s more important than ever to create new sponsorship and advertising
assets to fill this gap. Rover's in-App brand and sponsor activations enables clubs and venues to
remain competitive in the market and drive revenue from their in-App estate.
Rover allows clubs and venues to digitally mature where there is a clear need to do so, as well as
capitalise on the near-term digital future, when games may still be behind closed doors. Once
Rover’s cost-effective solution has been implemented, PTI will help you take a next step into
digital commercialisation, free of charge, without compromising on quality.

PROVEN
PLATFORM

INSTANT
DEPLOYMENT

SPONSORSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES

Rover makes it easy to
create rich and engaging
native mobile content to
power fan experiences and
brand activations

Start commercialising your
new in-App estates
immediately after
deployment. Deliver the
campaign and postcampaign-analysis to a high
standard with PTI's support

Drive revenue with new
advertiser opportunities for
your own partners, along
with campaigns brought to
you by PTI through our
agency and brand networks

150+ CLUBS & VENUES
The PTI and Rover partnership can boast of engagement with
over 150 Clubs and Venues across the world

40%

70%

Of the Premier League
engaged

45%

Of the NFL engaged

Of the NBA and NFL
engaged

BRANDS & AGENCIES
WE WORK WITH

HOW IT WORKS
1. Rover are already integrated into 10 mobile App suppliers and can work within any App, with a
lightweight integration taking days not weeks, allowing you to capitalise on the opportunities quickly
2. Consultation on brand and sponsor activations to take to market
3. PTI commercialise your new in-App assets to offset the cost
4. You receive the benefits of new fan engagement and brand activation tools

GET IN TOUCH
info@ptidigitalgroup.com

0333 012 9065

www.ptidigitalgroup.com

